The Superpowers and the Middle East
1956. that an aggressor should not be allowed to enjoy the
"fruits"1 of his "illegal'* actions. They also questioned why the
United States was not making any effort to fulfill the pledge
given before the outbreak of the June 1967 war that she was
committed to safeguard the political independence and terri-
torial integrity of vwa!T countries in the Middle East? They
further asked whether the United States would have been so
reluctant to carry out her commitments had Israel been the
vanquished party and the Arabs the victors?86
united states feels concerned
The United States, rightly or wrongly, gave the impression of
identifying American interests with that of Israel and thereby
embittered the Arabs and forced them to turn more and more
to the Soviet Union for material help and political support.
The latter proclaimed itself as the patron and the chief sup-
porter of the Arab cause in the dispute with Israel and labelled
the United States as the protector of Israel. For a while after
the June 1967 conflict, some American officials had apparently
hoped that if Israel's forces remained in the conquered areas
have dared to refuse to pay heed to the Security Council Resolution of 6
June 1967, calling upon her to cease-fire and to withdraw her troops, if
it had not felt that It had the support of the United States, which both
during and after the Security Council discussion of the issue in no way
condemned the aggression." Y. Bochkaryov, 'The Forces Behind the
Aggressor", New Times, Moscow, 21 June 1967, p. 2.
^According to the London Economist, "it has always been obvious
that, had the Arabs done well, the United States could not have allowed
Israel to go under altogether". The American government realized that
once the fighting started between the Arabs and the Israelis, **it could only
be spared the necessity of intervening*1, which it certainly did not want
to have to do, "if the Israelis did well enough not to need rescuing". There
was, therefore, tta feeling of relief when it became apparent that the
Israelis could, once again, take care of themselves. The Economist, London,
10 June 1967t p. 1096.
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